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1. The Project: Historical Development and Motivation

Since 1972 the partners Bergbau-Forschung GmbH, the Nuclear

Research Center Jtilich GmbH and the Rheinische Braunkohlen-

werke AG have been involved in the project "Development of

processes for the conversion of solid, fossil fuels using

heat from high temperature nuclear reactors".

In 1976 the partnership was extended to include the Gesell-

schaft fur Hochtemperatur-Reaktortechnik mbH (GHT) and the

Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH (HRB). The new contract

includes also the complete design work for the construction

of a prototype plant, in order to demonstrate the feasibility

of the gasification of lignite and hard coal using nuclear

process heat.

At this point we should consider the motives for setting-up

the PNP project and continuing intensive work on it, motives

which were valid in the past and which still apply today:

The balance of payments of the national economy of the Federal

Republic of Germany is essentially determined by the fact

that more than 50 % of the primary energy demand is covered

by import oil and natural gas. In order to lower these expenses,

an attempt must be made to utilize our own fossil energy

reserves, namely lignite and hard coal, more effectively.
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The conversation of these energy resources to gaseous

and liquid products enables us to do so. Of all the nuclear

reactors developed today, the high temperature reactor is

predestinated to play a key role, as it can supply the heat

which is necessary for the conversion processes at the

required high temperatures of between 800° C and 950° C.

In conjunction with special process technology, this leads

to a considerable reduction of the pollutant emissions of

SO , CO2 etc. and of dust.

Above all, the COp emission; which is much lower than in

autothermal gasification processes, deserves special mention,

because of the CO? influence on the temperature increase at

the earth's surface.

2. The Plant Concept

In order to clarify the functions of those components which

are the subject of the following presentations, I would like

to consider the PNP plant with both gasification processes,

namely steam gasification and hydrogasification of coal, in

detail.

Let us first consider the steam gasification of coal (Fig. 1).

The reaction of steam with hard coal requires high temperature

heat since it is endothermic. For this process a secondary

helium loop is advisable for safety reasons.

The secondary helium is heated to 900° C in the He/He inter-

mediate heat exchanger and enters the gas generator at

approximately this temperature. The helium is cooled to around

815° C here because of the carbon-steam reaction.

The helium leaving the gas generator is cooled in the process

steam superheater and then conveyed to the steam generator.
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The raw gas is subjected to a number of further process

steps but it would take too long to describe these in detail.

They are, however, dependent on the desired end product.

In the case of the hydrogasification of coal (Fig. 2),

the dried and ground lignite is fed into a gas generator

into which pure hydrogen flows. The reaction taking place

in the gasifier is exothermic. The residual sulphur-free coke

can, for example, be further gasified in a pressurized coal

gasification plant or can be used as high-grade coke. After

coooling and purification, the raw gas leaving the gas genera-

tor is decomposed into the fractions hydrogen, methane and

carbon monoxide. The H^-gas flow is supplied to the gasifier

via the preheating system, the CO-flow is added to the raw

and process gas, while the CH,-flow is mixed with steam and

fed into the steam reformer.

The CH./HpO mixture is cracked in the tubes of the steam

reformer, which are filled with catalysts, at approximately

800° C and 50 bar in accordance with

CH4 + H2O = CO + 3

CO

This endothermic reaction is maintained by the helium flow

coming from the reactor which is cooled from approximately

950° C to approximately 720° C. After further cooling in the

steam generator to 3 00° C, the helium is reheated to 950° C

in the HTR.

As you can see from the two flowcharts of the steam gasification

and hydrogasification of coal, some components are operated

at such high temperatures that it is impossible to use comparable

components from either conventional technology or nuclear

technology. Therefore it is not astonishing that the development

of components is the major issue in the R -t D work for the

nuclear heat generation system.
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The aim of the development of the circuit components:

Helium/helium intermediate heat exchanger

Steam reformer

Hot gas ducts with all sub-components

Hot gas valve

is to provide functional and licensable components for a

PNP plant.

3. The Large-Scale Test Facilities

Two large-scale test facilities are available to the PNP

project for testing the components to be discussed here:

The methane reforming plant EVA II in the Nuclear Research

Center Julich and the Component Testing Facility (KVK) at

INTERATOM in Bergisch Gladbach.

EVA II (Fig. 3) consists of a reformer tube bundle comprising

30 tubes which are heated with helium, and a steam generator,

which is also positioned in the helium loop and supplies the

steam required for reforming the methane. The helium is heated

to the necessary temperature by a 10 MW electric heater. It

cools down while flowing through the reformer tubes from the

bottom to the top. The process gas, which is a mixture of

methane and steam, heats up in counterflow to the helium in

the catalyst bed and chemically converts into C0? and H_.

The product gas flows upwards through a helical tube from a

collecting space in the base, whereby it cools down without

any further chemical reactions. On exiting from the reformer

tube bundle, the helium enters the steam generator and is

then returned to the heater for reheating. One bundle has

already been successfully tested at temperatures of up to

950° C in EVA II.
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The KVK is currently operated as a single-loop facility

(Fig. 4 a ) . The necessary heat is introduced into the loop

via a natural-gas-fired and a electric helium heater. It is

discharged via a steam generator, whereby part of the steam

is used to preheat the helium. This regenerative circuit

results in a considerable reduction in the energy consumption.

In the initial test phase, which is underway at present, it

is planned to concentrate on tests, for example for the hot

gas ducts and the hot gas valves, and on the component test

of the "hot header" of the He/He heat exchangers.

In order to test the two 10 MW heat exchangers, the KVK will

be converted to a double-loop facility (Fig. 4 b) with little

expenditure, wherby the existing second blower will be

connected. As in a reactor plant, the primary system is allocated

the heat source, and the secondary system the steam generator

as heat sink, whereby the He/He heat exchangers to be tested

transfers the heat from the primary to the secondary system.

Therefore the test models of the heat carrying and heat transfer

components are tested in the two large-scale test facilities

EVA II and KVK, namely the two variants of the He/He intermediate

heat exchanger, the hot gas ducts and the hot gas valve in

the KVK and the PNP bundle for the steam reformer in EVA II.

These are described and their functions explained in two

subsequent papers.

4. The Components

I would now like to come to the general status of the test

components, and then to briefly indicate the momentary situation

in a comprehensive presentation.

After initial delays in the procurement of the material 2.4663

(trade names: Inconel 617 and Nicrofer 5520) it was possible to

commence fabrication of the two variants of the He/He intermediate
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heat exchanger in 1982. At present both heat exchangers

are being manufactured without any problems.

With reference to the heat exchangers, the "hot header" is

the most critical component as regards its loads. In contrast

to the two complete heat exchangers, which, as modular systems,

need only be subjected to a functional test, it appears

necessary to subject the hot header on an original scale to

a simulated life test including extreme loads due to accidents.

On the basis of INTERATOM's long-term experience with large-

scale plants, we have come to the conslusion that an operating

time of 3000 hours is adequate for a heat exchanger test. The

manufacturing work on the test object was delivered in November

198 3 and has been installed in the KVK. The tests in the KVK

were started in February.

Production of the 5 MW test component of the steam reformer is

on schedule, delivery is planned for the end of 1984. The planning

of the instrumentation for the test component was coordinated

with the Nuclear District Heating (NFE) project. Work on the

major problem, the spacers for the reforming tubes, has led to

the following solution: A cladding tube (cladding tube gas duct

concept) is allocated to each reforming tube for flow guidance

on the helium side.

On the basis of the available R + D results to date, the graphite

gas liner with fibre insulation and spherical spacers has been

selected for the primary hot gas duct. A second proposal for

the hot gas duct is being followed up in the form of the cover

plate concept with CFC coating.

The experimental examinations are concentrated on the graphite

gas liner. A test tube has been tested in the high pressure

channel of KfA Julich to determine the effective coefficients

of thermal conductivity and was subsequently installed in the

ADI loop of HRB for long-term tests at operating temperature.
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These test have been started recently.

Two constructions with metallic liner, both having the

same basic concept, are available for the secondary loop.

The tests on the behaviour of the hot gas duct in a horizontal

position have been completed after 2900 operating hours in

KVK. The results for the temperature distribution and heat

losses are very positive. The test in a vertical position

commenced in September 1983. At present work is centred on

the constructive and analytical examination of the design of

further subcomponents of the primary and secondary hot gas

ducts, such as bend, compensator and T-piece.

Initially two variants were followed up for the hot gas valve,

namely the ball valve and the axial valve. But since the end

of 1981 we have only concentrated on the latter. As far as the

constructive design is concerned, the test object has been

prepared for the component test. The complete manufacturing

documents have been submitted and the preliminary examination

has been completed. Manufacture of the sub-component has almost

been finished. It will be delivered and installed in the May

of this year.

A scaled-down version of the axial valve, which has been adapted

to suit the KVK, is part of the operating equipment of the KVK.

Testing of this valve has already supplied valuable results.

Work performed in the past has shown that this component in

particular has been the source of a number of difficulties which

have caused delays in the development of the reference valve.

However, they do not appear to have led to any delay in the

overall component development as yet.
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5. Time schedule

To conclude, let us consider the time schedule in the PNP

project. The following facts can be deduced from the schedule

(Fig. 5):

- With reference to the more closely examined components,

one can say that their development will presumably be

completed at the end of 1987, which is parallel to the

material testing.

- As regards the development of steam and hydrogasification

of coal it can be said that the results of hydrogasification

development will be available according to the same time

schedule. The results of the development of the steam gasi-

fication process will be available only a few years later.
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Steam Gasification-Development
- Operation of Small Pilot Plant
- Documintatien
- Bitic-Eng. of Pilot Plant
- Decision for Next Step
- Planning of the Pilot Plant
- Erection of the Pilot Plant
- Operation of the Pilot Plant

Hydrogasification Development:
Pilot Plant
- Operation with lignite
- Planning for Operation with Hard Coal
- Decision for this Step
- Rebuild of the Plant
- Operation with Hard Coal

Optimization and Evaluation
of Both Gasification Procedures for Hard Coal

Development of Material/Components
- Material Tests
- EVA: . NFE-Steim Reformer-Bundle

. PNP-Steam Reformer-Bundle
- KVK:. Hot Gas Ducts

. He-He-Heat Exchangers

. Hot Gas Valve
- Research and Development

Concept Review
Coordination and Project Management
Start of Planning for the Nuclear Process Plant
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with Steam Reformer and Hydrogasification with He/He-Heat Exchanger and Steam Gasification

PNP Development of the Nuclear Process Heat (as per 1/84)


